U.S.S. Seleya  - Stardate 9909.12


Host Cheryl says:
Summary:  Seleya has established orbit at Galardin 3, and has dispatched an Away Team, aboard the shuttle Exton, to try and make contact with Effanbee's team.

Host Cheryl says:
Three faint life signs have been detected from the planet, and it’s presumed these are from Effanbee's team.

Host Cheryl says:
Faint signatures indicating another ship may have been in the area recently have also been detected.

Host Cheryl says:
LtCmdr Jean is leading the AT, consisting of Mallory, Viper, Zaidi, and Jean.

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission: Icier Project>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission: Icier Project>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CeBolitho says:
::Down in engineering arranging that Urk heads down to the main shuttle bay to prepare a type 6 shuttle for a possible rescue mission down to the planets surface::

AOPS_Ref says:
::Reports for OPS::

CSOHazzem says:
::In quarters practicing mak`par::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Shuttle Exton has left the ship, and is enroute to the planet surface

FCOMallor says:
@Ops: entering atmosphere in 20 seconds  All: Brace yourselves, I didn’t have time to boost the IDF

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : Mr. Mallory ETA ?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Bracing ::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Shuttle is badly buffeted by the atmospheric storms as it passes through them

EO_Zaidi says:
@::wonders idly why shuttlecraft doesn’t have seatbelts::

CeBolitho says:
*CSO* please report to the bridge and attempt to maintain a tractor lock on the shuttle ‘Exton’ failing that a transporter lock on the AT?

XOmasters says:
::catching up with what's happening from the CO chair::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Compensating structural integrity field ::

CSOHazzem says:
*CE*: on my way sir

CSOHazzem says:
::gets in uniform and heads to TL:: TL: Bridge

OPS_Jean says:
:: Monitoring shields ::

AOPS_Ref says:
::checks the shuttle::

FCOMallor says:
@::looks at readouts::  Ops:  sensors only at about 20 meters..  Shields taking a slamming, even though we're going through the soft bits....

CSOHazzem says:
::at bridge::

AOPS_Ref says:
::starts to relax in his chair::

CSOHazzem says:
CE: we have a lock sir

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Shuttle sustains serious damage, but gets through the storms in one piece, more or less.  Things are calmer nearer the surface

CeBolitho says:
*CSO* acknowledged

FCOMallor says:
@All: You back there, check that plasma router..  It’s going into the yellow...

OPS_Jean says:
@EO : Please take the engineering station

EO_Zaidi says:
@OPS: Aye, sir.

EO_Zaidi says:
@::takes station::

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : we need to follow the storm path if we don't want to be crushed

AOPS_Ref says:
XO:the shuttle has cleared the storms

FCOMallor says:
@::looks out, sweeping the horizon for the area of the lifesigns::  Ops:  Nicer down here, huh??  almost pretty below the main of it..

XOmasters says:
AOPS: Good, keep tracking it

EO_Zaidi says:
@::attempts to repair plasma router::

AOPS_Ref says:
XO:understood sir

OPS_Jean says:
@EO : damage report

OPS_Jean says:
FCO : it's a lot better.. have you spotted a landing site ?

FCOMallor says:
@::drops the shuttle to within meters of the ground, sweeps along to the north east::  Ops:  over there, it appears to level out...

OPS_Jean says:
::Scanning lifesigns ::

AOPS_Ref says:
XO:the shuttle has been severely damaged sir

EO_Zaidi says:
@OPS: There's severe damage to the shuttle, sir... we really took a beating.

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : great... 

XOmasters says:
AOPS: Do they need assistance to make it back?

FCOMallor says:
@All:  running a diagnostic..   That plasma router's been wiped out, we'll need to replace it, but power is too low to replicate a new one..  We'll have to wait for the power to recharge 
first

CSOHazzem says:
::scanning shuttlecraft position::

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: Agreed.

CeBolitho says:
::receives a report back from EO Urk that the shuttlecraft ‘Kirk’ has been modified to enter the atmospheric storm ::

OPS_Jean says:
@EO/FCO : we will land first and check the damage more thoroughly later

FCOMallor says:
@::peers out, prosthetic eye tracing the horizon::  EO:  there, get a scan on that ridge to the left of out landing site, I see thermal signatures....

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: I'm on it. ::scans ridge::

AOPS_Ref says:
COM:Shuttle: Report

FCOMallor says:
@Self:  damn, power is too low to get a decent scan

CeBolitho says:
*XO* Commander the shuttle Kirk is prepped and ready to go down to the planets surface should the need arise!

OPS_Jean says:
@COM : Seleya : almost there Seleya

XOmasters says:
*CE* Good

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: shuttle: understood

FCOMallor says:
@All: I say we land and go up, let the shuttle recharge while we investigate that..  Could be the icier's crew

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: The thermal signatures seem to be life signs, sir.  

FCOMallor says:
@Ops:  what do you think?

FCOMallor says:
@::Settles down the shuttle::

CeBolitho says:
::sits back in his new chair::

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : we have to get there as fast as we can

XOmasters says:
::stands up from chair and it makes that sound from SQ5 you hear everytime you leave the command seat::

OPS_Jean says:
@EO : estimate time of repair ?

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : get us as close as possible

FCOMallor says:
@Ops::  what’s the outside atmosphere like??

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  One of the lifesigns grows weaker and fades away.

EO_Zaidi says:
@OPS: Wait a minute, sir... one of the life signs is gone.

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO ; It's cold real cold... 

CSOHazzem says:
XO: sir, I lost one of the life signs

FCOMallor says:
@::drifts the ship over to the edge of the landing area and sets her down::

OPS_Jean says:
@EO : are they at the same lace

EO_Zaidi says:
@OPS: Estimated repair time is two hours.

XOmasters says:
CSO: keep scanning, relay the co-ords to the AT

FCOMallor says:
@All:  Cold is good for me, but bad for you, yes?

CSOHazzem says:
XO: aye sir

OPS_Jean says:
@EO : do you see the shuttle

CSOHazzem says:
::relaying coordinates to AT::
OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : we will try to get them aboard as quickly as possible

EO_Zaidi says:
@OPS: Aye sir, the 2 remaining life signs are within 50 meters of each other.

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: No change in the shuttle status Sir

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Remaining lifesigns are growing fainter

EO_Zaidi says:
@OPS: But they're fading.

CSOHazzem says:
XO: I’m losing the other lifesigns

FCOMallor says:
@Ops:  we can replicate a new router within the hour, but we had a fuel leak, so with the bussards running at full it'll be two hours before we have enough deuterium to fly out again..

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : get us over their heads.. we will transport them onboard

CeBolitho says:
*CSO* How long will this atmospheric storm carry on for?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTON:  Storms increase in severity, ship sensor readings of planet are getting worse again

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : we will get them onboard and repair later

FCOMallor says:
@OPS::  the shuttle's not going anywhere, we have to go on foot....

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: The storms have increased in severity, ship sensor readings of planet are getting worse again

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : is there enough power left to transport them

CSOHazzem says:
*CE*: it will never end sir

FCOMallor says:
@Ops: no, with such bad sensor readings..  Me and someone else can go on foot.  The other two can repair the leak and charge the batteries

CeBolitho says:
*CSO* Huh?? never end?

XOmasters says:
AOPS: Launch a probe

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : you're with me

OPS_Jean says:
@EO : start working on the batteries

EO_Zaidi says:
@OPS: Aye, sir.

FCOMallor says:
@OPS:  wrap up warm....

AOPS_Ref says:
XO:aye sir  ::launches probe::

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : we will have to get dressed :; Dressing up for the occasion ::

CSOHazzem says:
*CE*: the storms will stay forever sir

CMO_Viper says:
@OPS: What can I do, sir?

FCOMallor says:
@::Grabs utility belt and flips out tricorder::

XOmasters says:
CSO: Could the storm be effecting our sensors and the life signs are still really there?

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : You're with us too... one personnel probably frozen to death

EO_Zaidi says:
@::starts charging batteries::

FCOMallor says:
@Ops:  Ornarans prefer the cold..  our physiology is totally different....

CMO_Viper says:
@OPS: Aye, sir.

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : we have to get there as quickly as possible

FCOMallor says:
@Ops, CMO: Ready?

CeBolitho says:
*CSO* Acknowledged

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: we have found nothing more because of the probe. Comm with the AT is erratic, because of the storm sir.

CSOHazzem says:
XO: the storms have some electromagnetic energy in it, it could be possible it's blocking our sensors

EO_Zaidi says:
@Computer: Time until batteries are fully charged.

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  Life signs grow fainter, now only one can be detected

CMO_Viper says:
@FCO: Ready.

FCOMallor says:
@<Computer> forty minutes and twenty seconds

XOmasters says:
AOPS: Slave flight control to your console

OPS_Jean says:
@EO : try to reach the Seleya and inform them of our current situation

CSOHazzem says:
XO: I can only read one lifesign, I lost the others

EO_Zaidi says:
@OPS: Sir, now there is only one detectable life sign.

EO_Zaidi says:
@OPS: Yes, sir.

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: Shuttle: report.

FCOMallor says:
@all: Okay,. ::pops the seal and opens the door::

OPS_Jean says:
@EO : Acknowledged

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO/CMO let's go

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  Ref's communication to the surface is severely broken up

EO_Zaidi says:
@COM: Seleya: Seleya, please acknowledge.

FCOMallor says:
@::walks out into the cold, scans the area with tricorder::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Opening shuttle's door ::

CMO_Viper says:
@::opens tricorder and follows OPS::

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: my comm to the surface is severely broken up

FCOMallor says:
@CMO, Ops:  This way

OPS_Jean says:
:: Starting to run toward the lifesigns ::

FCOMallor says:
@::points::

FCOMallor says:
@::runs alongside Marti::

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: the storm is affecting communications

AOPS_Ref says:
::mutters to himself:: damn storms

CMO_Viper says:
@::runs after OPS.  Picking up signs on tricorder::

CSOHazzem says:
XO: sir, I can read the lifesign north of the shuttle

FCOMallor says:
@::sees a half-buried shuttle::

XOmasters says:
AOPS: Slave flights controls to your console and take us into the clouds, hopefully we can get better comms from there

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : how far are they Doc ?

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  AT arrives at a Federation shelter, half covered with snow, power at minimal at the shelter

EO_Zaidi says:
@COM: Seleya: Can you hear me? 

XOmasters says:
CSO: Relay it to the AT if you can

CSOHazzem says:
XO: aye sir

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : Doc try to revive him

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : Try to repair the heat generator

CMO_Viper says:
@::walks up to shelter::

OPS_Jean says:
@EFFANBEE : Sir, do you ear me ?

CSOHazzem says:
XO: I’m not able to do so sir, comm is not getting through right now

FCOMallor says:
@Ops::  I'm going to go to the shuttle, see if I can get a plasma router from there.  maybe a battery pack too

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  No comm from Effanbee

CMO_Viper says:
@::walks over to Effanbee::  OPS: We need to get him someplace warm.

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : Take that man with you

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: I have lost communications with the shuttle and AT

OPS_Jean says:
:: Looking for a rock -- Setting phaser - Fire ::

EO_Zaidi says:
@::tries boosting COMM signal::

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : can we move him ?

EO_Zaidi says:
@COM: Seleya: Come in, Seleya.

CMO_Viper says:
@OPS: Help me move him over to the rock.  He should be OK.

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  Effanbee is barely conscious

OPS_Jean says:
:: Grabbing Effanbee - moving him toward the rock ::

XOmasters says:
AOPS: Shall I take flight control or can you handle it all?

CMO_Viper says:
@::Pulling Effanbee towards rock::

OPS_Jean says:
:; Firing on the rock again ::

Host Effanbee says:
@::tries to speak, grabbing at Jean's sleeve::  The Icier....... They took it......

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : can you revive him Doc ?

AOPS_Ref says:
XO:maybe you should take it.

FCOMallor says:
@::taps comm badge:: *EO*  Can you read me?

XOmasters says:
::sits at FC console::  AOPS: Blue alert

EO_Zaidi says:
@*FCO* Aye, sir, I read you.

CMO_Viper says:
@OPS: We'll see.  ::scans Effanbee with tricorder::  OPS: He's conscious, but barely alive.

FCOMallor says:
@*EO* How long 'till batteries charged now?

Host Effanbee says:
@::tries to speak again::  The shuttle....... Get it back.....

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: aye sir, blue Alert. ::activates blue alert::

OPS_Jean says:
@Effanbee : It's all right commander, everything is ok 

XOmasters says:
::sets man' thrusters to max and slowly descends the Seleya into the upper part of the storm::

EO_Zaidi says:
@*FCO* About half an hour.

CMO_Viper says:
@Effanbee: Can you hear me?

CeBolitho says:
::watches as blue alert is pronounced over the ship::

OPS_Jean says:
@Effanbee : stay with us..

Host Effanbee says:
@::struggles to speak again, coughing::  You don't understand, the technology......  get it back........  ::grasps at Viper, trying to make him understand.::

CSOHazzem says:
::tries to read the AT::

FCOMallor says:
@*EO* route that power to the bussard ramscoops...  fuel would help more right now

AOPS_Ref says:
::braces himself for the descent::

EO_Zaidi says:
@::boosts COMM signal to maximum:: COM: Seleya: Please respond.

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  Effanbee's efforts take their toll, and he slips into unconsciousness

OPS_Jean says:
@Effanbee : calm down sir.. everything is ok

XOmasters says:
*CE* How are the thrusters holding under this strain?

EO_Zaidi says:
@*FCO* Understood.

CMO_Viper says:
@OPS:  What's on the shuttle?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Firing on the rock ::

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : A complete medical kit and warmth

CeBolitho says:
::monitors the strain on the ships thrusters:: *XO* not to well Sir, I can give you another five minutes at the most!

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : a complete medical kit and warmth

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: I am receiving a transmission off the shuttle sir, but it is very garbled.

CMO_Viper says:
@OPS: What about technology?

CSOHazzem says:
*AOPS*: try to boost our comm system to maximum, we might try to get through the storms

XOmasters says:
::descends a little more::

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : this is classified information, I don’t even know

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: shuttle: we read you, but it is garbled standby

FCOMallor says:
@Ops:  I'm going back to the shuttle...

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  Communication is somewhat improved by new position of Seleya

CMO_Viper says:
@OPS: We need to get him to the ship!

CeBolitho says:
::diverts additional power to the thruster quads, while hoping they won't burn out!::

AOPS_Ref says:
::tries to boost the comm system

EO_Zaidi says:
@COM: Seleya: Jean, Viper and Mallory are outside.  Two of the life signs are gone.  Our batteries are damaged and we are nearly out of fuel.  Do you copy?

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : I will grab Effanbee take the other man with you

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: communications have improved

OPS_Jean says:
@*EO* Status report

CSOHazzem says:
AOPS: can you boost sensors?

CMO_Viper says:
@OPS: As far as I can tell, their dead sir.

XOmasters says:
AOPS/CSO: Improvement enough?

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: shuttle: this is the Seleya, do you copy?

FCOMallor says:
@::arrives back at shuttle, enters::

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: it might be enough sir.

CMO_Viper says:
@OPS: Just worry about Effanbee!

CSOHazzem says:
XO: it's satisfactory

XOmasters says:
CSO: Could we transport from this position?

EO_Zaidi says:
@*OPS*: The batteries are at 40%.  I've been able to get through to the ship.

AOPS_Ref says:
COM Zaidi:, are you OK down there?

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : they are just under hypothermia.... they were alive a minute ago. The cold will have preserved the organ structure and the blood flow to the brain

CSOHazzem says:
XO: checking sir

EO_Zaidi says:
@COM: Seleya: The shuttle is damaged, but we are OK.

FCOMallor says:
@Ops, EO: I suggest we try to beam you three to the shuttle with the power we have...

CSOHazzem says:
::scans storms from position::

CMO_Viper says:
@OPS: That may be your guess, but not mine.

AOPS_Ref says:
COM *shuttle* Understood. we are keeping a channel open at all times.

CeBolitho says:
::diverting some additional power to the transporters to boost the bio readings::

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : keep the place warm .. we are about to get there

CSOHazzem says:
XO: we can, but only a person or two

OPS_Jean says:
@*EO* : estimate time of repair ?

FCOMallor says:
@*Ops* Aye sir

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  Effanbee's vital signs dip dangerously low

XOmasters says:
AOPS: Anyone injured down there?

AOPS_Ref says:
COM *shuttle* what is the shuttle status?

CeBolitho says:
*CSO* Additional power routed to the transporters to boost the bio readings, you can try beam them up?

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : nobody's is going to die unless I order it

EO_Zaidi says:
@*OPS*: I'll need another hour.

CSOHazzem says:
*CE* yes sir

OPS_Jean says:
@*EO* you have 15 minutes

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: shuttle: is everyone OK down there. Injuries?

XOmasters says:
CSO: If you get the chance, beam Effanbee to sickbay

CSOHazzem says:
XO: yes sir

EO_Zaidi says:
@*OPS*: Understood.

XOmasters says:
*CE* How much more of this can the thrusters handle?

CMO_Viper says:
@OPS:  If you say so.  I'll start getting them back to the shuttle.  ::drags crewmember back to shuttle::

FCOMallor says:
@Com: Seleya: XO: sir, request we break off communication to preserve our power..  We are fine and there is little talking to you can do..

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : do you think you could revive them if we get to the shuttle soon enough

CeBolitho says:
*XO* were running into the red now Commander I can give you another 2 minutes then we have to go to a higher orbit!

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  Storms abate just a little more

CSOHazzem says:
COM: SB: prepare for emergency transport

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: shuttle: understood, cutting transmission.

EO_Zaidi says:
@::starts repairing ramscoop::

XOmasters says:
FCO: understood

CMO_Viper says:
@::still dragging crewmembers OPS: I doubt it, sir.

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: Everyone is fine on the shuttle sir.

EO_Zaidi says:
@::diverts COMM power to batteries::

XOmasters says:
AOPS: They can lift off okay?

OPS_Jean says:
@*FCO* : please come help us get the corpse to the shuttle

Host Effanbee says:
<SB>  *Ref*  We're ready here.

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: I believe so sir. If they encounter difficulty they will contact us.

FCOMallor says:
@*Ops*  coming now sir.... ::pops seal and exits shuttle, going to the three men::

EO_Zaidi says:
Computer: Status of batteries?

CSOHazzem says:
XO: I have a lock on Effanbee

XOmasters says:
::starts to bring the Seleya up::

CMO_Viper says:
@::makes it back to shuttle with one crewmember leaving other for FCO to get::

EO_Zaidi says:
<Computer> 80% charged.

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : you will try everything until they breath

CMO_Viper says:
@*FCO* Get the other body near the shelter.

XOmasters says:
CSO: Energize::

EO_Zaidi says:
@::shivers at sudden blast of cold air::

FCOMallor says:
@::Grabs the other crewmember, slings him over shoulder in a fireman’s lift and starts 
jogging back to the shuttle::

CSOHazzem says:
::energizing::

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : even if we have to place them on stasis and bring them to Starfleet medical headquarter

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  Effanbee beams successfully to Sickbay

CMO_Viper says:
@OPS: I'll see what I can do.

CSOHazzem says:
XO: he's onboard

CMO_Viper says:
@::boards shuttle::

CeBolitho says:
<Dr Grey> ::immediately begins working on Effanbee and stabilizes him::

OPS_Jean says:
@*EO* : have you beamed up Effanbee ?

FCOMallor says:
@::arrives back at the shuttle::

XOmasters says:
CSO: Good,  ::brings the Seleya to the closest safe orbit::

AOPS_Ref says:
*Sickbay* Report

EO_Zaidi says:
@*OPS*: Aye, sir - he's in sickbay.

AOPS_Ref says:
*sickbay* how is he?

CeBolitho says:
::watches in relief as the Seleya adopts a higher orbit::

OPS_Jean says:
@*EO* : please lock on my signal and beam that man too

CMO_Viper says:
<DR. Grey>:  AOPS: He will be OK

Host Effanbee says:
<SB>  *Bridge*  We're stabilizing him now; it'll be nip and tuck.  We'll keep you posted.

EO_Zaidi says:
@*OPS*: Acknowledged. ::locks on transporter::

AOPS_Ref says:
*sickbay* understood.

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : Doctor, we have to get to the shuttle or we will freeze to death

EO_Zaidi says:
<Computer> Batteries fully charged.

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: shuttle: everything still OK?

CSOHazzem says:
::scanning shuttle::

OPS_Jean says:
@*EO* we are almost there are we ready to leave the surface ... Status report 

EO_Zaidi says:
@::beams man to sickbay::

FCOMallor says:
@::dumps the frozen body on a deck in the back of the shuttle::

XOmasters says:
AOPS: Have sickbay inform me as soon as Effanbee is ready to be questioned

AOPS_Ref says:
XO:Aye sir

CeBolitho says:
*XO* now that we have Effanbee maybe we should contact the AT to search for any signs of the experimental shuttle?

CMO_Viper says:
@::moves other body to back of the shuttle::

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : are you ok Doc ?

EO_Zaidi says:
@*OPS*: The batteries are fully charged, sir.

CMO_Viper says:
@OPS: Fine, you?

AOPS_Ref says:
*sickbay* Inform me as soon as Effanbee is ready for questioning.

FCOMallor says:
@EO:  right, how's fuel levels?

CMO_Viper says:
<SB>:  Will do, sir.

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : prepare the pre launch sequence

XOmasters says:
*CE* Good

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : a bit cold actually....

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: Fuel is at 47%.

OPS_Jean says:
@CMO : a raktajino later, Doc ?

FCOMallor says:
@::steps into the back and replicates a new plasma router::  EO:  that’s enough to get us out of here..

CMO_Viper says:
@OPS:  Why, not?

XOmasters says:
AOPS: You heard Bolitho

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: shuttle: report

FCOMallor says:
@::walks back to cockpit::  EO:  here, install this..  ::hands him the router::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Banging on the Shuttle door ::

EO_Zaidi says:
@::opens door::

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: shuttle: report

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: Yes, sir. ::takes router and opens conduit cover::

OPS_Jean says:
@EO/FCO/CMO : Oh my god... grrrr 

CMO_Viper says:
@FCO: Did you find any signs of the shuttle?

AOPS_Ref says:
Com: *AT* search for clues of what happened to the shuttle

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  Atmospheric storms start getting worse again, severely worse

FCOMallor says:
@CMO:  I thought I had, but no, just some ion scoring on the side of the shelter...

CSOHazzem says:
XO: storms are getting stronger sir

EO_Zaidi says:
@::removes old router and installs new one::

XOmasters says:
AOPS: Open a channel to Lt.Cmdr. Jean

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  Communication interference increases

CeBolitho says:
::swivels on his new chair::

AOPS_Ref says:
XO:aye sir

FCOMallor says:
@::peers out of the window::   All:  storms getting worse.....

EO_Zaidi says:
@::calibrates router::

AOPS_Ref says:
::opens a channel:: XO: done sir, channel open.

OPS_Jean says:
@All : time to get out of here

CMO_Viper says:
FCO: Do we have much power left?

XOmasters says:
*OPS* Do not leave the surface yet, continue to investigate

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: adjusting for interference.

FCOMallor says:
@CMO:  enough to get out of here....

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  Comms are still broken

OPS_Jean says:
Com : Seleya : XO : Aye Aye sir, how are the injured we have beam back to the ship ?

EO_Zaidi says:
@*OPS*: Sir, we're receiving a message... it's from the Seleya.

FCOMallor says:
@Ops:  but sir, don’t you want to investigate the shelter?

AOPS_Ref says:
XO:I can't get a good signal. Comms are still broken.

OPS_Jean says:
@EO : on visual

Host Effanbee says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Effanbee says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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